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Abstract Although VSLAM/VISLAM has achieved great success, it is still difficult to quantitatively evaluate the localization results of different kinds of SLAM systems from the aspect of augmented reality due to the lack of an appropriate benchmark. For AR applications in practice, a variety of challenging situations (e.g., fast motion, strong rotation, serious motion blur, dynamic interference) may be easily encountered since a home user may not carefully move the AR device, and the real environment may be quite complex. In addition, the frequency of camera lost should be minimized and the recovery from the failure status should be fast and accurate for good AR experience. Existing SLAM datasets/benchmarks generally only provide the evaluation of pose accuracy and their camera motions are somehow simple and do not fit well the common cases in the mobile AR applications. With the above motivation, we build a new visual-inertial dataset as well as a series of evaluation criteria for AR. We also review the existing monocular VSLAM/VISLAM approaches with detailed analyses and comparisons. Especially, we select 8 representative monocular VSLAM/VISLAM approaches/systems and quantitatively evaluate them on our benchmark. Our dataset, sample code and corresponding evaluation tools are available at the benchmark website http://www.zjucvg.net/eval-vislam/.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, AR (Augmented Reality) technology has developed rapidly and become more and more mature. International IT giants Apple, Google and Microsoft launched the mobile AR software development platforms (i.e., ARKit and ARCore), as well as AR helmet display HoloLens, respectively. In particular, with the popularization of mobile communications and intelligent terminals, AR technology has gradually expanded from high-end applications such as industrial production, medical rehabilitation, and urban management to electronic commerce, cultural education, digital entertainment and other popular
applications, and has become a basic tool for people to recognize and transform the world.

AR is a kind of technique which can seamlessly fuse virtual objects or information with real physical environment together and present the compositing effect to the user. 3D registration (i.e., accurate pose registration/localization) is the key fundamental technique for achieving immersive AR effects. Early AR solutions like ARToolkit\textsuperscript{1} use fiducial markers for pose registration, which limits AR objects to specific places. Later on, some camera tracking methods based on natural features are developed. The most important 3D registration technique is SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping), which can real-time recover the device pose in an unknown environment. According to the use of different sensors, SLAM techniques can be divided into VSLAM (visual SLAM), VISLAM (visual-inertial SLAM), RGB-D SLAM and so on. There are already some general reviews about them\textsuperscript{1–3}. In this paper, we mainly review the publicly available VSLAM and VISLAM approaches with quantitative evaluation.

SLAM technology originates from the field of robotics. Over the past few decades, many researchers have studied its modeling, optimization, and engineering but with simplified assumptions. In AR, new challenges arise: applications require rapid initialization with an accurate scale. Accidental jitting and pure rotational motion often occur. The measurements of consumer-level sensors are easily polluted by noise and drift. Hardware synchronization is not easy to achieve. Unfortunately, there is no prior evaluation sufficiently addressing these problems, making it hard to quantitatively compare the performance of different VISLAM systems for AR applications.

Mobile devices (i.e., smartphones), generally have cameras and IMU (inertial measurement unit) sensors, which are ideal for localization with VISLAM technology. For example, Apple's ARKit and Google's ARCore both use VISLAM for 3D pose registration. Although there are already some datasets like EuRoC\textsuperscript{6} and KITTI\textsuperscript{7}, they do not aim at evaluating AR effects. Different from other applications, good AR experience requires that the SLAM system can handle kinds of complex camera motion, allowing easy use for a novice home user. For example, many AR applications need rapid initialization with an accurate scale. The user may freely move the AR device and encounter a variety of unexpected situations, such as occasional camera jittering, camera lost, rapid camera motion with severe motion blur, and dynamic interference. Unfortunately, none of the existing benchmarks specifically address these issues and establish corresponding evaluation criteria.

In this paper, we publish a new monocular VSLAM/VISLAM benchmark for evaluating SLAM performance in AR applications. Specifically, we implemented a full pipeline for visual-inertial data acquisition on mobile phones. We define a series of evaluation criteria for SLAM in AR. In addition, we review the existing mainstream monocular VSLAM/MSLAM approaches, with detailed analysis and comparisons. We perform a quantitative evaluation of public monocular VSLAM/VISLAM systems on our benchmark\textsuperscript{5}.

2 Basic theory of VSLAM and VISLAM

VISLAM is a technology which uses visual and inertial sensors to infer the device's pose and scene map in an unknown environment. In contrast, VSLAM uses only visual sensor (i.e., monocular or multiple cameras) to estimate the camera pose and scene structure according to multi-view geometry theory\textsuperscript{8,9}. Inertial information (i.e., linear acceleration and rotational velocity measured by the IMU sensor) is modeled by inertial navigation and can make up for the defects of visual information. So by fusing visual

\textsuperscript{1} https://github.com/artoolkit

\textsuperscript{2} The benchmark website is at http://www.zju cvg.net/eval-vislam/
and inertial information, a VISLAM system generally can be more robust than a VSLAM system in the same situations.

VISLAM can be regarded as the online version of structure-from-motion (SfM), which is also a key problem in computer vision. Given the input multiple images or video sequences, SfM can automatically recover the camera poses and the 3D points of matched features. The camera motion state of image \( i \) can be denoted as \( C_i = (R_i, p_i) \), where \( R_i \) and \( p_i \) are the rotation matrix and camera position of image \( i \) respectively. As illustrated in Figure 1, a 3D point \( X_j \) can be projected to image \( i \) as:

\[
x_j = h(C_i, X_j) = \pi(KR_j^T(X_j - p_j)),
\]

where \( K \) is the camera intrinsic matrix, and \( \pi(x, y, z) = (x/z, y/z)^T \) is the projection function. Eq. (1) relates the 3D point \( X_j \) in the world coordinate to a 2D point \( x_j \) on the image \( I_i \). In reality, the matching is not perfect. Let \( \hat{x}_j \) be the actual keypoint on the image, the reprojection error of \( X_j \) on image \( i \) can be computed as \( \epsilon_i = x_i - \hat{x}_i \). For \( m \) images and \( n \) 3D points, we can simultaneously solve the camera poses and 3D points by minimizing the following energy function:

\[
\arg \min_{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \| h(C_i, X_j) - x_i \|^2
\]

This optimization is called bundle adjustment (BA)\(^{[8]} \), which is the core component of SfM and VSLAM.

For monocular VSLAM, the absolute scale cannot be solved by minimizing reprojection error. Fortunately, IMU sensor can give metric measurements, so we can recover the absolute scale by integrating and optimizing IMU data. Typically, the IMU sensor measures the rotational velocity \( \omega(t) \) and the linear acceleration \( a(t) \) with respect to its local frame. Its common model\(^{[9]} \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega(t) &= \ddot{\omega}(t) + b_\omega + n_\omega \\
a(t) &= R_t^T(\ddot{a}_b(t) - g) + b_a + n_a \\
b_\omega &= \eta_\omega \\
b_a &= \eta_a
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \ddot{\omega}(t) \) denotes the true rotational velocity in the IMU’s frame, \( \ddot{a}_b(t) \) denotes the true acceleration in the world frame, and \( R_t \) is the rotation matrix of IMU at time \( t \). \( n_\omega \sim N(0, \Sigma_\omega) \) and \( n_a \sim N(0, \Sigma_a) \) are the measurement noises of gyroscope and accelerometer, respectively. \( b_\omega \) and \( b_a \) are random walk contaminations in the measurements, called drift error. Their random walk noises are \( \eta_\omega \sim N(0, \Sigma_\omega) \) and \( \eta_a \sim N(0, \Sigma_a) \). Obviously, direct integration of \( \omega(t) \) and \( a(t) \) will lead to significant accumulation error. In VISLAM, the accumulation error can be eliminated by loop closure detection and global optimization like bundle adjustment. VISLAM combines visual and inertial measurements, and can be regarded as the direct extension of VSLAM. So the BA function in VISLAM can be defined as follows:

\[
\arg \min_{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \| h(C_i, X_j) - x_i \|^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \| s(C_i, |\omega, a) \| \right\} 
\]

The new term \( s(C_i, |\omega, a) \) in Eq. (4) represents the pose prediction of \( C_{i+1} \) based on \( C_i \) and the measurements of \( \omega(t) \) and \( a(t) \). This is usually achieved by iteratively integrating the IMU measurements into the current pose prediction. Another method for fusing the inertial measurements into VISLAM is to summarize a group of sequential IMU readings into one single pre-integrated IMU measurements, making it convenient to incorporate the bias updates during optimization, such as \([12, 13]\). The binary operator
As investigated, Optimization-based SLAM has been used in mobile AR products, such as MSCKF, then a popular technique, for example in [21]. They used first-estimate-Jacobians to avoid including noise in these dimensions, which can introduce additional drift. They found that MSCKF can track in a wide area in real-time, so each update in MSCKF takes only \( O(M^3) \) time, making it intractable for processing lots of map points.

3 Representative monocular VSLAM/VISLAM approaches

As we know, SLAM systems can solve the states by filtering or optimization. Based on this, the SLAM methods can be divided into filtering-based methods and optimization-based methods. The visual information used for tracking may also be quite different. Some methods use keypoint matching and optimize the reprojection error. Some other methods use image pixels directly and minimize the photometric error. In this section, we introduce some of representative monocular VSLAM/VISLAM approaches.

3.1 Filtering-based SLAM

MonoSLAM\(^{[4]}\) is one of the earliest monocular VSLAM systems. Since it solves the camera pose using the extendedKalman filter, it is a filtering-based SLAM system. For the Kalman update step, the observation used is the reprojection from the standard pinhole model.

The EKF in MonoSLAM gives the maximum-a-posteriori estimation to all 3D points and the latest camera pose. From a modern perspective, it repeatedly marginalizes out old camera states. In this way, the number of states can be limited to \( O(N) \) size, where \( N \) is the number of landmarks. Therefore, the total computation cost is bounded. It also reveals one of the main drawbacks of filtering-based methods: EKF usually cannot give the global optimum estimation to the camera state. Premature marginalization of this sub-optimal state will introduce permanent error to the system, resulting in large drift. In MonoSLAM, its marginalization scheme also builds a dense covariance matrix. Each EKF iteration needs to take \( O(N^3) \) time, but it is actually visual-inertial odometry (VIO). By using the sliding window, the camera states in MSCKF will be refined many times before they are marginalized out. Also, the size of the state only depends on the size of the sliding window, so each update in MSCKF takes only \( O(M^3) \) time. Hence, MSCKF can track in a wide area in real-time, while having relatively small drift. In its later extension, MSCKF 2.0\(^{[16]}\) investigated the observability of the system. They found 4 dimensions in camera states that are unobservable. Noise in these dimensions can introduce additional drift. They used first-estimate-Jacobians to avoid leaking errors into these extra dimensions. There are other works addressing the problem of observability and consistency\(^{[18-21]}\). For example in [21], the linearization points used to calculating Jacobians are selected under observability constraints, then a variant of the EKF is used to remedy the consistency. MSCKF 2.0 has been used in mobile AR products, due to its limited computation demand.

3.2 Optimization-based SLAM

Filtering-based SLAM systems are inevitably suffering from accumulation error. As investigated,
optimization-based methods can have superior accuracy over filtering-based ones\cite{22}. When there are visual-loops, additional constraints can be made in the optimization to connect the non-consecutive overlapping frames, thus eliminating the accumulation error. However, the computational cost of the global optimization will grow rapidly along with the increasing frames. Existing literature focus on improving the efficiency of the optimization, most of which aims at utilizing the sparsity of the relationship between variables and the locality of the SLAM problem. Early works\cite{23}, already proposed to interpret the factorization of information matrix or measurement Jacobian as the elimination progress of the factor graph\cite{24}. And the use of variable reordering heuristics like CHOLMOD\cite{25} and COLAMD\cite{26} dramatically reduces the fill-in during the elimination, thus maintaining the sparsity. Based on these theories, iSAM\cite{27} was proposed which further took advantages of the locality and updated the factorization of the measurement Jacobian incrementally. In order to better combine the variable reordering progress and the incremental factorization, iSAM2\cite{28}, furthermore, presented Bayes tree structure to help to analyze the causality. Other methods, like SLAM+\cite{29,30} and ICE-BA\cite{31}, for example, employ incremental Schur complement algorithm, which always eliminates the landmark variables before the camera/IMU variables to minimize fill-in.

PTAM\cite{32} is a ground-breaking VSLAM system which uses keyframe-based optimization. It puts local tracking and global mapping in two parallel threads. In the camera tracking thread, they used a decaying velocity model to predict the camera pose. The pose prediction also helps to project the 3D map points onto the new image. So new keypoints are searched in the neighborhood region of the projections. Given the matching result, they minimize the reprojection error to update the camera pose. Since only the pose is solved, this can be done in real-time. In the other thread, the global mapping is done through bundle adjustment. When camera tracking nominates a good keyframe, it will be added for bundle adjustment. If sparsity is not considered, the computational complexity of bundle-adjustment with $M$ keyframes is $O(M^3)$, which grows over time. Its processing will become very expensive as the map expands. Running as a separate thread can prevent mapping from blocking camera tracking, hence achieving real-time performance. Despite that, the complexity of this global bundle adjustment still imposes limitations on PTAM. In their original paper, the map can contain up to only hundreds of keyframes.

There is another caveat in the original PTAM system: its initialization requires user interaction. During the start-up, the user must select two initial keyframes. Nevertheless, PTAM’s parallel tracking and mapping framework has inspired a lot of SLAM systems. Nowadays, almost all keyframe-optimization based SLAM systems use a similar framework.

ORB-SLAM\cite{33,34} is a state-of-the-art SLAM system, which used ORB features throughout its whole system to improve the system robustness. Following PTAM, it puts camera tracking, local mapping and loop closing in three threads.

In PTAM, there is no explicit handling of loop closure or relocalization, and the global map is a soup of keyframes connected by keypoint matches. ORB-SLAM takes steps further. They separated the optimization process into a local-window bundle adjustment and a loop-closing optimization. The local-window bundle adjustment optimizes the latest keyframe and all keyframes that share observations with the latest one. Since it only involves limited frames, the computational cost is bounded. The loop-closing optimization is based on an Essential Graph as:

\[
\arg \min_{[S_i]} \sum_j \| \log_{\text{where}}(S_{i}, S_{j}) \cdot \Delta S_{i} \cdot S_{j}^{-1} \|^{2}
\]  

(5)

where $S_i$, $S_j$ are the nodes, representing keyframe poses. $\Delta S_i$ is the edge between node $i$ and $j$, representing similarity transformation between the corresponding keyframes. Using similarity transforms can help
reduce scale drift, which is a common problem in visual only SLAM. Also, since 3D points are not involved in Eq. (5), the number of variables is reduced, so the overall performance is improved.

To avoid user interaction, ORB-SLAM simultaneously estimates a homography model and an epipolar model and chooses the best one for initializing the first two keyframes. So the system automatically initializes when there is sufficient movement. ORB-SLAM open-sourced its implementation, and has inspired many new works, including a visual-inertial version of ORB-SLAM\(^{(33)}\).

OKVIS\(^{(30)}\) is another VISLAM system designed to fuse inertial measurements. The core optimization of OKVIS is a sliding-window optimization with both reprojection errors and IMU motion errors. And it uses marginalization to preserve information that goes out of the window. This sliding-window plus marginalization strategy gives good accuracy with bounded computational cost.

VINS-Mono\(^{(37)}\) is a robust visual-inertial SLAM system. It is also open-sourced. It has many new highlights comparing to ORB-SLAM and uses marginalization techniques like OKVIS to improve accuracy. It has a robust initialization with scale estimation. The odometry tracking used a two-way marginalization for the local sliding window. And the global pose-graph\(^{(39)}\) has only 4DoF for each frame. The resulting system gives a very good estimation to camera and IMU states, as well as the physical scale. A mobile version\(^{(39)}\) is also publicly available, which can run smoothly on iPhone 6s.

VINS-Mono initializes in a loosely-coupled way. First, a SfM-based reconstruction is built on several keyframes. Then the poses recovered by SfM are aligned with IMU measurements. This visual-inertial alignment estimates the gyroscope bias, the gravity direction, a rough scale, and all the velocities of the keyframes. These estimations are then used to initialize the system.

The tracking of VINS-Mono consists of a local visual-inertial odometry thread, a relocalization thread, and a global pose-graph optimization thread. For initialization and local odometry tracking, VINS-Mono tracks KLT features with optical flow.

The local visual-inertial odometry thread manages a sliding window of \(M\) recent keyframes. Upon the arrival of a new frame, it predicts the frame pose by fusing the keypoint matching and IMU measurements. Then the frame is added into the sliding window for a tightly-coupled bundle-adjustment where the errors being minimized are reprojection error and motion preintegration error. To bound the computational cost, VINS-Mono uses a two-way marginalization strategy: if the second-latest frame inside the window is not a keyframe, its states are marginalized out, and the frame is removed from the window. Otherwise, the oldest frame inside the window is marginalized and removed. By doing this, the information of the removed frame turns into a prior term, and the total number of frames in the window is fixed. Removed keyframes are added to the global pose-graph optimization as a node, and will also be used for relocalization.

The relocalization thread first detects loop closure with DBoW\(^{(40)}\). When a loop-closing frame is detected, BRIEF feature matching is computed. The feature-matching usually contains outliers, which are filtered based on geometric criteria. Once the feature matching is reliable, the loop-closing frame is added to the local visual-inertial odometry as a constraint. When there are more loop-closing frames, all of them are used as constraints to improve relocalization accuracy.

The global pose-graph optimization thread keeps the historical keyframes. They add sequential edges and loop closure edges between frames. The edge they used captures 3D relative position and 1D relative rotation in the yaw direction, so the optimization is 4DoF for each keyframe. This is reasonable because the other two rotational directions are observable from IMU measurements, and can be estimated during the local-visual-inertial odometry.

### 3.3 SLAM with direct tracking

The systems introduced before use feature points to provide visual measurements. More specifically, in
their optimization, visual factors are reprojection errors. And they are usually called "feature-based" or "indirect" method. Some other SLAM systems try to minimize measurements based on image appearance like the photometric error. These systems are known as direct methods. Unlike the indirect ones, these systems skip the pre-computation step (e.g., forming visual measurements from feature matching), and directly use the light intensity from the camera as measurements.

Both direct and indirect methods have their advantages and disadvantages. In most cases, indirect methods are more robust to geometric noise, like lens distortions or rolling shutter effects, while direct methods can be sensitive to them. On the other hand, direct methods are more robust to photometric noise because all image regions having intensity gradient are utilized (edges, featureless walls).

Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) \(^{[41]}\) is a state-of-the-art visual odometry algorithm based on direct tracking. DSO uses a sparse and direct formulation proposed by \([42]\), whereas previous works are mostly dense\(^{[43,44]}\). Moreover, DSO uses a fully direct probabilistic model to jointly optimize all model parameters, including geometric structure and camera motion, making it convenient to incorporate other kinds of sensors. Another difference between DSO and other direct method systems is the visual measurement model. DSO proposed a novel visual measurement model that integrates the standard light intensity with exposure time, lens vignetting, and a non-linear response function in order to improve accuracy and robustness.

Like OKVIS, the optimization in DSO is performed in a sliding window of up to \(N\) keyframes. When the active set of frames exceeds \(N\), the old camera poses as well as points becoming invisible are removed by marginalization. DSO uses a heuristically designed scoring function to determine which keyframes to remove, in order to keep active keyframes well-distributed in 3D space. Once a keyframe is chosen, all points represented in it are marginalized first, then the frame itself. To keep the sparsity of the problem, DSO employs a suboptimal marginalization strategy where only a part of the residual terms is marginalized. All observations that will affect the sparsity pattern are dropped directly. This is also inspired by OKVIS.

Besides the systems introduced above, there are also other types of SLAM methods like RGB-D based\(^{[45,46]}\) or event-based methods\(^{[47]}\). Also, some systems use lines and planes for better regularization\(^{[48,49]}\). The recent development of deep learning also gives birth to some learning-based systems\(^{[50-52]}\). However, only cameras and IMUs are commonly available on mobile phones, while the detection and tracking of lines and planes are relatively expensive. Learning based methods are still not quite ready for being applied in mobile AR applications. So we will only focus on evaluating the feature-based and direct-based monocular VSLAM/VISLAM systems.

### 4 Visual-inertial dataset

There are already a few datasets and benchmarks\(^{[53-58]}\). For example, the EuRoC MAV dataset\(^{[53]}\) is a hexacopter-based dataset which has 11 sequences captured from 3 scenarios: two rooms and a machine hall. There are stereo images captured at 752×480×20Hz and IMU sensor data captured at 200Hz. Ground-truth poses are obtained from VICON and Leica MS50, with accuracy around 1mm. All the data are hardware synchronized to a common clock. The dataset uses global shutter cameras. It also has good synchronization and high-accuracy ground truth. These characteristics make it very popular among recent VISLAM research. More datasets for VISLAM include the TUM VI benchmark dataset\(^{[53]}\), the KITTI Vision benchmark suite\(^{[53]}\) and the PennCOSYVIO dataset\(^{[54]}\). However, these datasets are still too ideal for evaluating VISLAM in real applications, especially for mobile AR applications. ADVIO dataset\(^{[55]}\) is
perhaps the only dataset so far, which captures data from real mobile phones. Although the dataset comes with ground truth, its accuracy is around a few cm/m according to their paper.

Despite the abundance of datasets and benchmarks, none have been dedicated to test the performance of VISLAM systems for AR applications. In order to fill this gap, we propose to build a new visual-inertial dataset for evaluating SLAM in AR applications. Figure 2 illustrates the scheme of dataset processing. Our visual-inertial dataset is collected with two mobile phones and a VICON motion capture system. Firstly, we gather raw data from devices, as shown in blue blocks. The raw data will be fed into the synchronization/calibration process for spatial/temporal alignment. The ground truth data will be produced utilizing the synchronization and calibration. The calibration data and ground truth data, as shown in red and green blocks, together with raw data, will be presented in the final dataset. In the following subsections, we will introduce the details of our hardware setup, conventions, calibration process, and the dataset organization. Table 1 lists the characteristics of our dataset and some commonly used datasets for comparison.

![Figure 2 The scheme of dataset processing.](image)

### Table 1 Comparison of some commonly used VISLAM datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>MAV</td>
<td>Custom Handheld</td>
<td>iPhone 6s</td>
<td>iPhone X / Xiaomi Mi 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>2×1392×512</td>
<td>2×768×480</td>
<td>2×1024×1024</td>
<td>1×1280×720</td>
<td>1×640×480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Shutter</td>
<td>10FPS</td>
<td>20FPS</td>
<td>20FPS</td>
<td>60FPS</td>
<td>30FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>OXTS RT 3003</td>
<td>ADIS 16488</td>
<td>BM1160</td>
<td>The IMU of iPhone 6s</td>
<td>The IMU of iPhone X / The IMU of Xiaomi Mi8 100Hz/400Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground-truth</td>
<td>OXTS RT 3003</td>
<td>VICON/Leica</td>
<td>OptiTrack</td>
<td>Sensor Fusion</td>
<td>VICON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Outdoors</td>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>In-/outdoors</td>
<td>In-/outdoors</td>
<td>Indoors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Distance</td>
<td>39.2 km</td>
<td>0.9 km</td>
<td>20 km</td>
<td>4.5 km</td>
<td>377 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>~10 cm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
<td>~few dm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1 Hardware setup

We used two different mobile phones (i.e., an iPhone X and a Xiaomi Mi 8) to collect visual-inertial data.

3 https://www.vicon.com/
Specifically, we capture 640×480 monochrome images at 30fps with their rear camera. IMU data are recorded at different frequencies. For Xiaomi Mi 8, IMU data are coming at 400Hz. For iPhone X, its IMU data frequency is capped at 100Hz due to the limitation of CoreMotion API.

Ground truth data is obtained from a VICON motion capture system. It provides 6D pose measurements of the phone at 400Hz. The body frame of the phone is determined from a set of special markers. Figure 3 shows one of our colleagues capturing data. We will register the body frame to the camera and IMU’s local frame through calibration. Since VICON data are recorded by a PC, there is a second synchronization problem. Since the time-offset may be different across sequences, we need to recalibrate the time-offset for each sequence.

### 4.2 Convention

Before introducing our dataset and the calibration, we first define the coordinate frame convention used in our dataset. We use \( ^aR \) and \( ^aP \) to represent the orientation and 3D position of a coordinate frame \( A \) with respect to coordinate \( B \), respectively. Let \( ^a\mathbf{x} \) and \( ^a\mathbf{y} \) be the coordinates of the same point with respect to frame \( A \) and \( B \) respectively, then we have \( ^a\mathbf{x} = ^aR \cdot ^a\mathbf{y} + ^a\mathbf{p} \). In each data sequence, there will be 4 coordinate frames: the phone body frame \( B \), the camera frame \( C \), the VICON object frame \( V \), and the VICON world frame \( W \). \( B \) is attached to the IMU, representing the pose of the IMU as well as the phone itself. \( C \) represents the camera pose. \( V \) is defined by the reflective marker of VICON, and \( W \) can be chosen arbitrarily during the initialization of VICON. We glued the reflective markers on a rigid box, and then fix the phone on the box, so \( V \) is fixed on the phone too. During data recording, VICON gives the pose of \( V \) in \( W \), i.e., \( (^WV^R, ^WV^P) \). The ground truth pose is represented as \( (^WBR, ^WBp) \).

Ultimately, we have to make spatial-temporal registration among the VICON object frame, camera frame, and the body (IMU) frame. The VICON marker is rigidly attached to the phone. Once the clocks are synchronized, both \( (^VR, ^VP) \) and \( (^CR, ^CP) \) should be constant. Figure 4 illustrates the spatial relationship between all these coordinate frames.

### 4.3 Calibration

#### 4.3.1 Camera-IMU synchronization and calibration

We calibrate the camera intrinsic with the MATLAB Calibration Toolbox\(^4\). The relative rotation \( ^aR \) and translation \( ^aP \) between IMU and camera, as well as the time offset \( ^a\mathbf{t} \), can be

\(^4\) http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/
obtained using Kalibr\textsuperscript{(86)}. The camera timestamp is then corrected to the IMU clock.

4.3.2 VICON-IMU synchronization

Before calibrating the extrinsics between VICON and camera, synchronization must be done. Since we already synchronized the Camera and the IMU, we only need to synchronize IMU with VICON now. Let $T$ be a specific time window. For any given VICON time $\iota t$, the relative rotation between VICON pose at $\iota t$ and VICON pose at $\iota t + T$ is defined by:

\[
\frac{v(\iota t + T)}{v(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} = \frac{v(\iota t + T)}{v(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} \cdot \frac{v(\iota t)}{v(\iota t)} \mathbf{R}^T
\]  

(6)

Meanwhile, the same relative rotation can be found by integrating IMU measurements between the two time-points. Let $\iota t = \iota t + \iota t$ be the IMU time corresponding to $\iota t$, where $\iota t$ be the time-offset between two sensors. The relative rotation as measured by IMU can be found by:

\[
\frac{b(\iota t + T)}{b(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} = \frac{b(\iota t + T)}{b(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} = \prod_{t = i - \iota t}^{i + T} \exp(\omega(t) \Delta t)
\]  

(7)

Here, $\omega(t)$ is the IMU measurement at time $t$, and $\Delta t$ is the sample interval of IMU. Now, since there is a rigid relative rotation $\iota \mathbf{R}$ between VICON and IMU, these two relative rotations are related as:

\[
\frac{v(\iota t + T)}{v(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} = \frac{b(\iota t + T)}{b(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} \cdot \iota \mathbf{R}
\]  

(8)

However, the relative rotation $\iota \mathbf{R}$ is unknown before we calibrated the extrinsics between the VICON and the IMU. To get rid of it, we compute the angle of the two relative rotations. Let $\theta_\iota(t) = \log \left( \frac{v(\iota t + T)}{v(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} \right)$, $\theta_\iota(t) = \log \left( \frac{b(\iota t + T)}{b(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} \right)$ be their angle-axis rotations. We have:

\[
\exp(\theta_\iota(t)) = \frac{b(\iota t + T)}{b(\iota t)} \mathbf{R} \cdot \iota \mathbf{R} = \exp(\theta_\iota(t) \mathbf{R}^\top \theta_\iota(t))
\]  

(9)

So the angle of rotation can be extracted regardless of extrinsics. In reality, $\iota t$ and $\iota t$ need to be synchronized. So, we find the time-offset $\iota t$ which maximizes the cross-correlation between their angle of rotations:

\[
\arg \max_{\iota t} \frac{\sum \theta_\iota(t)}{\sqrt{\sum \theta_\iota(t)^2}} \frac{\sum \theta_\iota(t + \iota t)}{\sqrt{\sum \theta_\iota(t + \iota t)^2}}
\]  

(10)

In practice, we set $T = 1s$, and solves Eq. (9) by a linear sweeping over all the time-range of the dataset. In the following discussions, we will drop the timestamp notations by assuming a good synchronization.

4.3.3 VICON-Camera calibration

Now, with good synchronization, we can solve the relative transform $(\iota \mathbf{R}, \iota \mathbf{p})$ by aligning the VICON measurements $(\iota \mathbf{R}, \iota \mathbf{p})$ with the camera measurements. We put a planar board with multiple AprilTags\textsuperscript{(87)} printed on it. Then we take several images of the AprilTag board from different viewpoints. At the same time, we record the VICON pose. With the help of AprilTags, we can obtain reliable correspondence between images. So we solve the following bundle-adjustment problem:

\[
\arg \min_{\iota \mathbf{R}, \iota \mathbf{p}} \sum_i \left( \sum_{\iota \mathbf{R}, \iota \mathbf{p}} \left( \left\| \log \left( \iota \mathbf{R} \cdot \iota \mathbf{R}^\top \right) \right\|^2 + \left\| \iota \mathbf{p} - \iota \mathbf{p} \right\|^2 \right)^2 + \sum_j \rho \left( \theta \left( \left( \iota \mathbf{R} \cdot \iota \mathbf{R} \left( \mathbf{X} - \iota \mathbf{p} \right) + \iota \mathbf{p} \right) - \iota \mathbf{p} \right)^2 \right) \right)
\]  

(11)

Here, the device’s initial poses are known from the VICON measurement and would be further optimized.
The Huber robust function is defined as:

\[ \rho(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sigma^2}{2} & \text{for } s \leq 1 \\
\frac{2\sqrt{s} - 1}{s} & \text{for } s > 1
\end{cases} \]

which corresponds to \( \Sigma \), where \( \Sigma \) is the covariance matrix of the reprojection error. \( \Sigma_n \) and \( \Sigma_p \) are the prior covariance matrices for VICON alignment. The VICON-IMU extrinsics can be computed using the VICON-Camera and Camera-IMU extrinsics. So, we will be able to register all three types of sensor data together, as shown in Figure 4.

### 4.4 Motion type

For each phone, we captured several sequences. We focus on two aspects, i.e., motion type and scene complexity. The sequences are different combinations of these two types.

We define 5 motion types, i.e., hold, wave, aiming, inspect and patrol. "Hold" means the user keeps the phone almost stationary by hand. "Wave" means the user turns the phone around while keeping the wrist at an almost fixed position, so there will be strong rotation but small translation. "Aiming" will mostly appear in First-Person Shooting-like AR gaming, where the user is holding the phone away and pointing around. In this case, the rotation is moderate but the translational movement may be relatively fast. "Inspect" means the phone is moving around while looking at a particular place. This is a usual movement pattern when the user is inspecting some virtual objects. At last, for "patrol" motion type, the phone is firstly looking forward and then circling around. There may be fast rotation in this movement pattern, which is challenging for SLAM systems to work robustly.

We set up the VICON capture room with random messing-around objects, featureless or repetitive walls, PC desktop and glossing wooden floor. They are named "mess", "clean", "desktop" and "floor" correspondingly.

All sequences are composed of 3 segments: the static segment, initialization segment, and main segment. The static segment has at least 5s for some SLAM algorithms like MSCKF being able to accurately initialize the IMU biases. For the initialization segment, the mobile phone moves slowly and the captured content has sufficient texture so that most VSLAM/VISLAM approaches are able to initialize accurately. The main segment is designed for testing the tracking ability under kinds of camera motion that easily appear in mobile AR applications.

We recorded 16 sequences in total. Table 2 lists all the sequences and describes their properties, and Figure 5 presents some of the ground truth trajectories. In A0 and A1, the mobile phone is walking around the room and having strong rotational movements. A0 mainly contains glossy wooden floor, while A1 contains a white board and repetitive textured carpets. These are the two most difficult datasets. A2–A4 simulate different motions from daily use cases, and having more objects in the room. A5 also has many objects in the room, but we slowly wave the hand while holding the phone. A6–A7 are the easiest sequences where the phone fixates at a small desk with rich objects. B0–B7 are captured for evaluating dedicated criteria, they all circulate around a small desktop, plus some additional movements like fast rotations. These sequences will be introduced in section 5.

### 5 Evaluation criteria

To evaluate the SLAM systems for mobile AR, we define four criteria: the tracking accuracy, initialization quality, tracking robustness, and relocalization quality. We will first introduce these criteria in detail, and
then present our quantitative evaluation of 8 representative monocular VSLAM/VISLAM approaches/systems.

5.1 Tracking accuracy

Tracking accuracy, including absolute error, relative error, and completeness, is crucial to AR application. The absolute error measures how good a SLAM system localizes itself in the world. The absolute positional error, APE for brevity, is defined as:

$$
\epsilon_{\text{APE}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \| \mathbf{p}_{\text{SLAM}}[i] - \mathbf{p}_{\text{GT}}[i] \|^2}
$$

(12)

where \( \mathbf{p}_{\text{SLAM}}[i] \) and \( \mathbf{p}_{\text{GT}}[i] \) are the estimated camera position and ground truth position for frame \( i \) respectively.

The absolute rotational error or ARE, is defined as:

$$
\epsilon_{\text{ARE}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \| \log(\mathbf{R}_{\text{SLAM}}[i] \cdot \mathbf{R}_{\text{GT}}[i]) \|^2}
$$

(13)

Here, \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{SLAM}}[i] \) and \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{GT}}[i] \) are the estimated camera orientation and ground truth orientation for frame \( i \), respectively. \( \log(\mathbf{R}) \) maps a rotation matrix \( \mathbf{R} \in \text{SO}(3) \) to its Lie algebra.

Since there is gauge ambiguity in the world coordinate, we must align the result with the ground truth first. The optimal alignment transformation can be found using Umeyama’s method[59]. For the poses from \( t_i \) to \( t_j \), we use \( \mathbf{U}(t_i,t_j) \) to denote the best similarity transform by minimizing the following energy function:

$$
\mathbf{U}(t_i,t_j) = \arg \min_{s} \sum_{t = t_i}^{t_j} \| (s \mathbf{p}_{\text{SLAM}}[t] + \mathbf{T}) - \mathbf{p}_{\text{GT}}[t] \| ^2
$$

(14)

The estimated camera trajectory from VSLAM will be transformed with the result of Eq. (14) before evaluating \( \epsilon_{\text{APE}} \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{RPE}} \). For VISLAM result, the scale should be estimated by the algorithm. So we force \( s = 1 \) while aligning the camera trajectory with the ground truth. We will also use \( \mathbf{U}(t_i,t_j) \) to denote only the scale component in \( \mathbf{U}(t_i,t_j) \).

The relative positional error (RPE) and relative rotational error (RRE) are defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>A0</td>
<td>floor</td>
<td>Walking and looking around the glossy floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>clean</td>
<td>Walking around some texture-less areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>mess</td>
<td>Walking around some random objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>floor</td>
<td>Random objects first, and then glossy floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>mess+floor</td>
<td>From a small scene to a texture-less area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>desktop+clean</td>
<td>From a small scene to a texture-less area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Looking at a small desktop scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Looking at a small desktop scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>B0</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Rotating the phone rapidly at some time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Moving the phone rapidly at some time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Shaking the phone violently at some time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>moving people</td>
<td>A person walks in and out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>covering camera</td>
<td>An object occasionally occluding the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Similar to A6 but with black frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B6</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Similar to A6 but with black frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B7</td>
<td>desktop</td>
<td>Similar to A6 but with black frames.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the SLAM systems may get lost in some time, the evaluation of APE/RPE/ARE/RRE are conducted on all valid poses, excluding the poses that are not initialized or in the lost status.
Besides position and rotation error, the completeness of the recovered camera trajectory is also important. The completeness is defined by the ratio between the number of good poses and the total number of all poses (the poses before the first initialization are not included). In our setting, we think the recovered pose is good only when its absolute position error is not larger than 0.1 m. In addition, we exclude the frames before the first initialization.

5.2 Initialization quality

For mobile AR, a fast and accurate initialization is important for good user experience. Yet, different SLAM systems may use quite different initialization strategies. The original PTAM algorithm requires user-interaction, and filtering-based MSCKF requires the device to keep static for a while. ORB-SLAM can automatically select two frames for initialization. If we treat the first valid pose returned by the SLAM system as initialization, the underlying motion state may not fully converge to a good result. Hence, we take a different approach to evaluate the initialization.

We define the scale of the cumulative moving window \( s_{\text{cum}}(t) \) as the scale estimated from frames until time \( t \):

\[
s_{\text{cum}}(t) = U_x(0, t)
\]

where \( U_x(0, t) \) denotes the scale component of \( U(t, 0) \). The full initialization of a SLAM system needs to reach a stable scale. The full initialization of a SLAM system needs to reach a stable scale.

In order to identify the convergence of \( s_{\text{cum}}(t) \), we measure the maximum relative change of \( s_{\text{cum}} \) in the following window \( [t, t + t_w] \). We compute the maximum relative change as follows:

\[
r_{\text{cum}}(t) = \max_{\tau \in [t, t + t_w]} \left\{ \frac{|s_{\text{cum}}(\tau) - s_{\text{cum}}(t)|}{s_{\text{cum}}(t)} \right\}
\]

If \( r_{\text{cum}}(t) \) is not larger than a small threshold \( r_{\text{init}} \), we consider \( s_{\text{cum}}(t) \) is almost converged and the initialization is finished. Therefore, we define initialization time as \( t_{\text{init}} = \min \{ t | r_{\text{cum}}(t) \leq r_{\text{init}} \} \), which is illustrated in Figure 6. In our benchmark, we set \( r_{\text{init}} = 3\% \) and \( t_w = 5s \). In order to make some algorithms like MSCKF to accurately initialize the IMU bias, in our captured sequences, the camera always keeps stationary for 5s in the beginning. So we subtract \( t_{\text{init}} \) by 5s as the final initialization time.

![Figure 6 The convergence of scale.](image)

Besides the initialization time, the accuracy of the estimated scale during initialization is also very important. So we compute the following symmetric relative scale error at \( t_{\text{init}} \):

\[
\epsilon_{\text{scale}} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{s_{\text{cum}}(t_{\text{init}})}{s_g} - 1 \right) + \left( \frac{s_g}{s_{\text{cum}}(t_{\text{init}})} - 1 \right) \times 100\%
\]
where $s_i$ represents the global scale of each trajectory. For VSLAM systems, we solve $s_i$ by aligning all the results with the ground-truth. For VISLAM systems, we set $s_i = 1$, because it is important for VISLAM systems to initialize with accurate scale.

By combining the initialization time and the error of initially estimated scale, the initialization quality is finally defined as:

$$\epsilon_{\text{init}} = t_{\text{init}} (\epsilon_{\text{scale}} + \beta)^\alpha$$

(20)

where $\alpha = 0.5$ and $\beta = 1\%$ in our experiments.

### 5.3 Tracking robustness

In extreme cases, visual tracking may be lost. A robust system should recover from the lost status as soon as possible, and accurately register the new pose with the past trajectory. For the next discussion, we assume there is one lost event during tracking. Let $[t_1, t_2]$ and $[t_3, t_4]$ be the trajectory before and after this lost event, we can register the two sub-trajectories as:

$$\{s_{12}, R_{12}, T_{12}\} = U(t_1, t_2)$$
$$\{s_{34}, R_{34}, T_{34}\} = U(t_3, t_4)$$

(21)

For a good recovery, the sub-trajectory $[t_1, t_4]$ must be aligned well with $[t_1, t_2]$, hence $\{s_{12}, R_{12}, T_{12}\}$ should be close to $\{s_{12}, R_{12}, T_{12}\}$. Otherwise, the new sub-trajectory can have a much different transformation, and the global consistency may be broken, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Given the whole tracking result, there can have multiple lost events. We first segment the trajectory according to these lost events. Then we register each trajectory with the ground truth. Let $\xi_i = (s_i, R_i, T_i)$ be the similarity transformation of sub-trajectory $i$, we compute the relocalization error by comparing two neighboring transformations and add them together:

$$\epsilon_{\text{RL}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \| \log(S_{\text{init}})(\xi_{i+1}^{-1}\xi_i) \|$$

(22)

Here, summation is used instead of averaging. The more an algorithm is getting lost, the more relocalization error it is accumulating.

Beside the relocalization error, the lost time is also crucial to user experience since AR would be impossible when lost. Hence, we also count the ratio of lost time to the total tracking time $\alpha_{\text{lost}}$. The lost status is defined by each system itself. In order to get clear indication of tracking lost, we force all systems to output poses for all frames, and if the tracking is lost, the systems output a pose with invalid rotation. Thus, we can compute $\alpha_{\text{lost}}$ with the output poses. Also, the positional error $\epsilon_{\text{APE}}$ is directly related to the quality of augmentation effect. As a final score, the lost time ratio $\alpha_{\text{lost}}$, the relocalization error $\epsilon_{\text{RL}}$, and the positional error $\epsilon_{\text{APE}}$ are summarized into one robustness error as:

$$\epsilon_R = (\alpha_{\text{lost}} + \eta_{\text{lost}})(\epsilon_{\text{RL}} + \eta_{\text{APE}}\epsilon_{\text{APE}})$$

(23)

Here, $\eta_{\text{lost}}$ is used as a damping factor to prevent $\alpha_{\text{lost}} = 0$ from canceling out other two errors. $\eta_{\text{APE}}$ is another weighting factor to balance between $\epsilon_{\text{RL}}$ and $\epsilon_{\text{APE}}$. In our experiments, we set $\eta_{\text{lost}} = 5\%$ and $\eta_{\text{APE}} = 0.1$.

In our experiments, we consider three common ill-scenarios when using AR: rapid motion, moving people and camera occlusion. The algorithm should be resilient to rapid motion since such motion can be common on mobile phones. Also, it should allow moving people or moving objects to appear in the image.
In either case, SLAM tracking may become unreliable and easily lost. In this situation, the system should be able to recover from the lost status and get back to the correct location. The total time of lost should be as short as possible, the relocalization error should be as small as possible, and of course, the result positions should be as accurate as possible.

To simulate these scenarios, 5 dedicated sequences were captured. They are sequences B0–B4 listed in Table 2. We introduce rapid rotation/translation and random shake in sequence B0–B2. These three sequences are used for quantitative evaluation of the robustness of rapid motion. In sequence B3, we had a person walking in and out of the room to create a dynamic scene. The tracking may get distracted from the moving people. In sequence B4, we deliberately covered the camera for some time, making it even more challenging for tracking. Upon test, the pose estimation may diverge, which could be corrected by relocalization, thus resulting in pose jumping.

5.4 Relocalization time

The tracking robustness is designed to reflect AR quality. From a technical perspective, we would like to know how much time the algorithms spent to accomplish relocalization. To get relocalization time, three additional sequences were designed. The sequences are B5–B7 in Table 2. In these sequences, we looped around a textured desk for several rounds. And the movement taken was as steady as possible. After the first round of loop, we black-out some frames. In sequence B5, each black-out takes 1s. Similarly, 2s and 3s black-outs are used for sequence B6 and B7, respectively. A SLAM system will have the chance to create their visual database in the first 30s, then forced to enter relocalization state when black frames come. After black frames are passed, there are 10s of original frames. The SLAM systems should re-localize themselves in this period. By manually adding black-frames, we can precisely measure the time used for relocalization as the time-difference between the end of black-frames and the begin of the re-localized results. Some VISLAM systems like VINS-Mono do not have a clear "lost" indication. Upon visual information is lost, they just keep tracking with IMU integration. We detect the "jump" in the estimated poses, as these jumps correspond to the underlying relocalization event.

Formally, let $t_{k[i]}$ be the end time of $i$-th black-out, $t_{\text{SLAM}[i]}$ be the time of the first valid pose immediately after the black-out. Assuming there are $N$ black-outs, we can compute the average relocalization time as

$$t_{\text{RL}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (t_{\text{SLAM}[i]} - t_{k[i]}).$$

For VISLAM systems, we define $t_{\text{SLAM}[i]}$ by detecting the pose jump:

$$t_{\text{SLAM}[i]} \equiv \min\left\{t_{k[i]} > t_{k[i]}; \|p_{\text{SLAM}[k + 1]} - p_{\text{SLAM}[k]}\| > \delta\right\} \quad (24)$$

i.e., the first pose after $t_{k[i]}$ which jumped for more than $\delta$. In our experiments, we set $\delta = 5$ cm.

6 Experimental results

We selected 8 monocular VSLAM/VISLAM systems to perform the quantitative evaluation with our benchmark. PTAM and ORB-SLAM2 are the most famous VSLAM systems. LSD-SLAM and DSO are representative direct methods. MSCKF is a representative filtering-based VISLAM method. OKVIS and VINS-Mono are two representative optimization-based VISLAM methods which both use sliding window optimization and marginalization technique. Specifically, VINS-Mono has global optimization and relocalization modules. We also selected a commercial VISLAM system SenseSLAM which is developed by us in cooperation with SenseTime Group Limited. For other commercial AR systems like ARCore and

---

5 The binary executable of SenseSLAM v1.0 we tested in this paper can be downloaded from the website at http://www.zjuvg.net/senseslam/
ARKit, since they cannot run in the mode of loading sequences, we cannot quantitatively evaluate them on our benchmark.

We used a modified PTAM which is provided as a ROS package\(^6\). This version improved the overall robustness. It also has an automatic initialization process\(^{[99]}\). Since the original implementation of MSCKF is not publicly available, we also used a third-party implementation\(^7\) instead, whose validity is demonstrated\(^{[60]}\). For other SLAM systems, we used the public implementations provided by the authors. All the experiments are conducted on a desktop PC with an Intel i7-7700 3.6GHz CPU and 8GB of memory. The operating system is Ubuntu 16.04 with ROS Kinetic.

We run all 8 SLAM systems on all sequences. All these systems can perform in real-time. It is worth mentioning that although all the systems run on a PC at over 30fps, some of them may not be capable of running on mobile devices at real-time. These systems run in different manners. Some systems like ORB-SLAM2 will sleep the system to keep tracking pace at 30fps, while VINS-Mono is synchronized to ROS messages. Due to different internal implementation, there lacks a common definition for processing time per frame, so we will not report the detailed timings for these systems. Due to the randomness in these SLAM systems, they may not always produce the same results. So, we run each benchmark 10 times to take the average of the results. Some algorithms, when run on some sequences, may produce inconsistent results. For example, the DSO algorithm failed to converge on sequence A1 for 6 out of 10 times, and OKVIS also failed several times on some sequences (e.g., 6 times on sequence A5). If we directly compute the average, the computed tracking accuracy may be unusually large. Therefore, we remove these failure cases (i.e., APEs were unusually large) by inspection, and then compute the average of the remaining ones.

The number of failures for each sequence is reported in our benchmark website. It is worth mentioning that sequence A1 appeared to be the most difficult one during our benchmark. All VSLAM systems failed several times on sequence A1. We ran MSCKF 10 times on sequence A1, and found that the recovered trajectories were abnormal (the corresponding APEs were larger than 0.5m) for 3 times. In contrast, VINS-Mono and SenseSLAM are rather robust. They can successfully run all sequences and produce consistent results. For VINS-Mono, we enable the temporal calibration\(^{[61]}\) and rolling shutter support, which can slightly improve the tracking accuracy in some sequences. We also found that the tracking accuracy of VINS-Mono with loop closure was better than that without loop-closure. The results of VINS-Mono without loop-closure are included in our benchmark website.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the tracking accuracy of different SLAM systems on sequences A0–A7. For VSLAM systems, ORB-SLAM2 clearly has the best accuracy on most sequences. Comparing with the patch-based feature tracking used by PTAM, ORB feature-based tracking method is more robust especially in the cases of fast camera motion. In addition, ORB-SLAM2 has more advanced global mapping and loop closure modules. In combination with ORB features, it can reliably reconstruct a globally consistent map, hence having better accuracy. Although PTAM is also optimizing a global map, its localization strategy is relatively simple, so the tracking gets lost more easily. This is directly reflected in the completeness results, as reported in Table 3.

The errors for LSD-SLAM and DSO are also quite large compared to PTAM and ORB-SLAM2. Typically, direct methods are easily influenced by the factors of calibration, synchronization, varying illumination, rolling-shutter, ill movements, etc. These problems might limit the direct methods from being directly used in mobile AR since it is challenging to calibrate all these factors for mobile phones and the

\(^{6}\) [http://wiki.ros.org/ethzasl_ptam](http://wiki.ros.org/ethzasl_ptam)

\(^{7}\) [https://github.com/daniilidis-group/msckf_mono](https://github.com/daniilidis-group/msckf_mono)
Similar situation happened on the sequence the harsh texture bad on sequences A, the calculated tracking accuracy does not improve much compared to the result Therefore, the previous output poses are not affected if a loop and the SenseSLAM achieves the best accuracy among the four VISLAM systems on our benchmark, It which are reflected in its high RPE/RRE results. In addition, SenseSLAM is much better for APE errors We noticed that, Since DSO does not have relocalization module, the camera pose could not be re-localized once the tracking is lost. This leads to the result that the tracking completeness of DSO is quite small on challenging sequences.

In the results of VISLAM systems, SenseSLAM is generally better than the other three. The possible reason is that SenseSLAM makes many refinements and uses a more complex framework with the modules of local/global optimization and relocalization. We noticed that, for APE errors, SenseSLAM is much better than VINS-Mono on challenging sequences like A1-A2. In terms of APE, OKVIS is also good on many sequences but still significantly worse than VINS-Mono and SenseSLAM on most sequences. In addition, the recovered trajectories of OKVIS are somehow jaggy, which are reflected in its high RPE/RRE results. Overall, SenseSLAM achieves the best accuracy among the four VISLAM systems on our benchmark. It should be noted that our APE/RPE/ARE/RRE are computed using the poses output in real-time, and the poses refined later by local/global optimization are not taken into account. So even if the poses of key-frames are refined after the loop closure, the previous output poses are not affected. Therefore, if a loop closure occurs in the end, the calculated tracking accuracy does not improve much compared to the result without loop closure.

The completeness results reveal more about the tracking quality. Due to their high positional error, many poses from LSD-SLAM and DSO are considered bad on sequences A0–A3. Especially, the harsh texture and motion condition of sequence A1 almost disabled DSO. Similar situation happened on the sequence A5. PTAM and ORB-SLAM2 also suffered from difficulties on these challenging sequences, but

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>PTAM</th>
<th>ORB-SLAM2</th>
<th>LSD-SLAM</th>
<th>DSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>75.442</td>
<td>6.696</td>
<td>96.777</td>
<td>5.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>67.099</td>
<td>6.833</td>
<td>69.486</td>
<td>5.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>10.913</td>
<td>4.627</td>
<td>15.310</td>
<td>7.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>21.007</td>
<td>4.773</td>
<td>10.061</td>
<td>2.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>40.403</td>
<td>8.926</td>
<td>29.653</td>
<td>11.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>19.483</td>
<td>3.051</td>
<td>12.145</td>
<td>6.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>13.503</td>
<td>2.462</td>
<td>5.832</td>
<td>1.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>12.051</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>5.119</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>53.954</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>8.534</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>8.789</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>5.550</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>6.225</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>6.295</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>14.030</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>1.963</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>2.348</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>1.218</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completeness (%)</th>
<th>PTAM</th>
<th>ORB-SLAM2</th>
<th>LSD-SLAM</th>
<th>DSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>79.386</td>
<td>65.175</td>
<td>49.513</td>
<td>14.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>60.893</td>
<td>68.303</td>
<td>11.511</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>85.348</td>
<td>79.263</td>
<td>21.804</td>
<td>22.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>71.635</td>
<td>98.497</td>
<td>27.112</td>
<td>43.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>95.418</td>
<td>100.000</td>
<td>64.283</td>
<td>80.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>87.399</td>
<td>97.785</td>
<td>25.033</td>
<td>2.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>97.399</td>
<td>99.786</td>
<td>94.883</td>
<td>100.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>100.000</td>
<td>100.000</td>
<td>98.663</td>
<td>100.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
but ORB-SLAM 2 has smaller scale drift. So if scale drift occurs, the calculated initialization scale error may be large. Therefore, for VSLAM systems, we found that the scale of different sub-trajectories recovered by VINS-Mono is quite good in most sequences. The completeness results of VINS-Mono are also quite good in most sequences. For VSLAM systems, the initialization times of the four VSLAM systems are quite comparable. However, VSLAM systems might be quite different in some challenging sequences.

Table 4: The tracking accuracy of VISLAM systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>APE/RPE(mm)</th>
<th>ARE/RRE(deg)</th>
<th>Completeness(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSCKF</td>
<td>OKVIS</td>
<td>VINS-Mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>156.018</td>
<td>7.436</td>
<td>71.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>102.657</td>
<td>10.151</td>
<td>68.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>44.493</td>
<td>3.780</td>
<td>22.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>114.845</td>
<td>8.338</td>
<td>146.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>82.885</td>
<td>8.388</td>
<td>77.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>66.001</td>
<td>6.761</td>
<td>63.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>105.492</td>
<td>4.576</td>
<td>47.465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tracking accuracy of VISLAM systems is quite good. MSCKF cannot track well on sequence A1, hence having low completeness. Except occasional failures, OKVIS achieved quite good completeness results on all sequences A0–A7. On sequence A1, it has the best completeness. The completeness results of VINS-Mono are also quite good in most sequences. For SenseSLAM, its overall tracking quality is quite good, and can produce good poses for most of the time. Overall, ORB-SLAM has the best completeness among these VSLAM systems, while SenseSLAM is the best among four VISLAM systems.

Figure 8 lists the initialization times and initialization scale errors of different SLAM systems. Table 5 lists the finally computed initialization quality for kinds of SLAM systems according to Eq. (20). We found that the initialization scale errors of VSLAM systems (except ORB-SLAM2) were somehow large on some sequences. Different to VISLAM systems which can use IMU measurements to achieve accurate and consistent scale estimation, VSLAM systems actually cannot recover true scale and easily encounter scale drift problem. In our experiments, we found that the scale of different sub-trajectories recovered by VSLAM systems might be quite different in some challenging sequences. Therefore, for VSLAM systems, the calculated initialization scale error actually reflects the inconsistency between the initialized scale and the global scale. So if scale drift occurs, the calculated initialization scale error may be large. The initialization times of the four VSLAM systems are quite comparable, but ORB-SLAM2 has smaller initialization scale errors compared to the other three VSLAM systems on most sequences.
In VISLAM systems, VINS-Mono and SenseSLAM again show their good initialization quality. In contrast, MSCKF and OKVIS usually take more time to converge the scale and the initialization scale errors are not very stable on some sequences. It should be noted that MSCKF has the limitation of requiring the device to keep static for a while in the beginning. It is not fair to make a direct comparison between VSLAM and VISLAM since their scale errors are evaluated in different settings. But we can see the estimated initialization scales by VISLAM systems are generally more stable, thanks to the additional scale information from the IMU.

Table 6 lists \( \epsilon_{\text{init}} \) for sequences B0–B4. Both MSCKF and DSO fail in some challenging cases and are completely lost. In contrast, SenseSLAM can handle these ill tracking conditions. Since SenseSLAM uses IMU information, its accelerometer measurements under rapid translation/shaking can be quite noisy, hence having a much larger error. While the gyroscope is generally reliable for short-time orientation estimation. This might explain why SenseSLAM gets relatively poor results on sequences B1 and B2. ORB-SLAM2, on the other hand, does not depend on IMU measurements, so can achieve a good
localization quality on sequence B2. However, on sequence B3, we can see the tracking result of ORB-SLAM2 is less robust, because the moving people in the sequence misleads ORB-SLAM2.

In the future, the sequences in our current dataset are..., so that the SLAM results could not re-localize after blacking-out the images, so we do not evaluate them in this criterion.

According to the experimental results, we found that ORB-SLAM2 always re-localized rapidly. PTAM also re-localized fast. VISLAM systems seem to take more time, while SenseSLAM again performs very well and is faster than VINS-Mono. LSD-SLAM, as a VSLAM system based on direct method, generally takes more time compared to the other four systems.

7 Conclusion and discussion

As the key fundamental technique of AR, VSLAM/VISLAM has achieved significant progress in the past decade. However, due to the lack of benchmarks for AR, it is hard to quantitatively compare the performance of different VSLAM/VISLAM systems for AR applications. In order to address this problem, we publish the first VISLAM benchmark for AR, including visual-inertial dataset as well as evaluation criteria. We review the existing monocular VSLAM and VISLAM approaches, and select 8 representative systems to perform a quantitative evaluation on our benchmark.

Although our visual-inertial data are captured by mobile phones, the evaluation is still conducted on a PC. Since the computation power of a PC is much bigger than a mobile phone, the SLAM results could not faithfully reflect the actual SLAM effect on a mobile phone. Actually, many SLAM systems cannot perform in real-time on a mobile phone. The mobile versions of PTAM and VINS-Mono are already available\(^{[62,39]}\). SenseSLAM is specifically developed for mobile AR and is capable of tracking in real-time on a mobile phone. In the future, we would like to better evaluate the performance of SLAM systems on mobile phones in two ways. On the one hand, we would like to port some algorithms into iOS or Android, so that we can directly run SLAM and perform the quantitative evaluation on mobile phones. On the other hand, we would like to simulate the online stream and strictly control the input rate with 60 or higher FPS (some frames will be discarded if the tracking speed could not keep up the input rate), so that the SLAM result on a PC can be closer to that on mobile phones. In addition, the sequences in our current dataset are all captured in a small indoor scene. In the future, we would like to capture more diverse sequences in a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6</th>
<th>The tracking robustness of different VSLAM/VISLAM systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>PTAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0 (Rapid Rotation)</td>
<td>4.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 (Rapid Translation)</td>
<td>4.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2 (Rapid Shaking)</td>
<td>5.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3 (Moving People)</td>
<td>7.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4 (Covering Camera)</td>
<td>16.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With sequences B5–B7, we evaluate the relocalization time. Table 7 lists the average relocalization time of PTAM, ORB-SLAM2, LSD-SLAM, VINS-Mono and SenseSLAM. MSCKF, OKVIS and DSO simply cannot re-localize after blacking-out the images, so we do not evaluate them in this criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>The relocalization time (s) of different VSLAM/VISLAM systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>PTAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5 (1s black-out)</td>
<td>1.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6 (2s black-out)</td>
<td><strong>0.366</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7 (3s black-out)</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With sequences B5–B7, we evaluate the relocalization time. Table 7 lists the average relocalization time of PTAM, ORB-SLAM2, LSD-SLAM, VINS-Mono and SenseSLAM. MSCKF, OKVIS and DSO simply cannot re-localize after blacking-out the images, so we do not evaluate them in this criterion.
large outdoor environment.
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